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CEILING HOIST TRACK



TRACK 
SOLUTIONS 
DESIGNED 
FOR 
YOU

XY (H) SYSTEM

Consisting of two parallel fixed lengths of track with a moveable track 

suspended between the two, an XY (H) System is a great choice when 

free access around a wide area is required. A perfect option for a multi-

use environment or when a diagnosis may change; the XY (H) System will 

future-proof any environment, allowing the furniture to change with needs 

of the user whilst, continuing to provide an overhead transfer space.

MAGNETIC GATE

Our Magnetic Gate system has been engineered to ensure a smooth and 

seamless transition from one tracking system to another. Often used 

to move from one XY (H) System to a tracking system in another room, 

the Magnetic Gate enables users to be transferred directly removing 

unnecessary transfer steps i.e. from bed to bathroom. 

OUR CEILING HOIST TRACK OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF SOLUTIONS & 
ACCESSORIES TO ALLOW INSTALLATION IN VIRTUALLY ANY SET TING.

Options include full- room covering systems (also known as XY Systems or H Systems) that can connect 

up to a neighbouring room with Ceiling Hoist gate system, tight curves for small bathrooms and a flexible 

turntable with 16 exit possibilities.
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BESPOKE  
TO YOUR 

ENVIRONMENT 
CURVES

FLUSH TRACKING

With a choice of a sharp 90° curved track and a 

more gradual 45° curved track, our team are able 

to ensure whatever your environment, we can 

support and design a system to meet the needs 

of the user.

Ceiling Hoist Track can be easily installed in 

a recessed position and made flush with the 

ceiling. Often a favourite solution amongst 

Architects, Flush Tracking ensures there are no 

ceiling obstructions or obvious tracking elements 

on show, leaving a clean and uninterrupted install.    

WALL MOUNTED

With two Wall Mounted options available (Wall 

Post and Wall Brackets) Ceiling Hoist Track can 

now be fitted in nearly any environment. If the 

ceiling structure is weak or unreachable, the 

walls of the room could be a viable alternative. 

Wall Brackets or Wall Posts are a simple solution 

to ensure weight is distributed through the walls 

instead of through the ceiling.

TURNTABLE

The Turntable utilises our magnetic sensor 

to enable the hoist to enter and exit from 16 

different angles. The Turntable is an ideal option 

when track needs to cover multiple elements 

situated away from the main track direction.
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MODEL

FUNCTION

DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT CAPACIT Y

APPLICATION

FIXING OPTIONS

CONFIGURATION 
OPTIONS

Ceiling or Wall Mounted Track

Patient Lifting, Room-to-Room Transfer, Ideal for Bathrooms, Bedrooms & Home Use

55mm x 90mm, 140mm or 180mm

200kg, 250kg or 400kg

Hospital, Nursing Home, School, Domestic, Swimming Pool

Wall Posts, Wall Mounted, Ceiling Mounted, Suspended Ceiling, Sloping Ceiling, Free-standing Gantry

SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS

Straight Track 45° Track 90° Track Wall Bracket

Magnetic Gate Turntable Wall Post XY (H) System


